
WRITING AN INFORMATION BOOK KS101

In this guide, I explain how to write a non-fiction book in That said, you can also use some of the lessons from this book
writing guide.

Am I writing this book to improve my craft? A style guide, or manual of style, is a set of principles to help
you produce consistent writing. You just repeat those steps on a smaller scale for each chapter. When fans tell
me they were moved by one of my books, I think back to this adage and am grateful I maintained that posture
during the writing. However, before you pick a single book or open a new tab in the name of research, there is
something you have to do: Plan your research. What if all the answers are wrong? Your best bet to keep an
agent or editor reading your manuscript? Bonus: 10 more writing tips! Maybe it could be your next book. This
freed David up from feeling like he needed to address every issue and angle related to investing and home
ownership in two countries. Write an Engrossing Title Your title, along with your book cover, should capture
the attention of would-be readers. After all, the best way to sell the most recent book is to write a even better
one next time. Stephen King is a pantser. Now, I block-book time in my calendar for writing every morning at
a. Your draft will take longer to finish and it will be harder to write if you need to jump out of your writing
mindset to switch over to research. Staying motivated: Once you start writing, you will face self-doubt and
overwhelm and a hundred other adversaries. Books are made up of chapters, sections, paragraphs and
sentences. Are you planning to write a nonfiction book? When writing a book, I like listening to rainfall on
repeat using noise-cancelling headphones. Any additional software will be provided, or is generally freely
available. Jumping straight into the middle of a chapter will help you gain momentum faster. Then take your
first draft chapter by chapter.


